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Ask your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your
question. The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other
Inventum Cafe Invento HK10M owners to properly answer your question. Ask a question About the
Inventum Cafe Invento HK10M This manual comes under the category Coffee makers and has been
rated by 1 people with an average of a 8.3. This manual is available in the following languages
English, Dutch, German, French. Do you have a question about the Inventum Cafe Invento HK10M
or do you need help. Ask your question here Inventum Cafe Invento HK10M specifications Brand
This bestbefore date applies as long as the bag is closed.If the coffee beans are very finely ground
you will have a stronger taste and if the grind is coarser you will have a milder
taste.ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual you are looking for in no time. Our
database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every day we
add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product you are looking for. Its very simple
just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and you can instantly view the
manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use this site we will
assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. Ask your question here. Provide a clear and
comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you provide for your
issue and question, the easier it will be for other Inventum Cafe Invento HK11 owners to properly
answer your question. Ask a question I could only get coffee by pressing both at the same time.
When I turn the machine on now, it switches itself off after about a couple of minutes. If I press one
or both of the cup buttons, the machine switches off. I have the machine with me in Lebanon. Do you
have an agent here.http://xn--h1aeekk.xn--p1ai/files/dhcpcd-manual.xml
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If not, can you please let me know what I need to do to repair it Thank you This manual comes under
the category Coffee makers and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 8.9. This manual is
available in the following languages English, Dutch, German, French. Do you have a question about
the Inventum Cafe Invento HK11 or do you need help. Ask your question here Inventum Cafe Invento
HK11 specifications Brand This bestbefore date applies as long as the bag is closed.If the coffee
beans are very finely ground you will have a stronger taste and if the grind is coarser you will have a
milder taste.ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual you are looking for in no
time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every
day we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product you are looking for. Its very
simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and you can instantly view
the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use this site we
will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. Giv en klar og omfattende beskrivelse af
problemet og dit sporgsmal. Jo flere oplysninger du giver om dit problem og dit sporgsmal, jo lettere
er det for andre Inventum Cafe Invento HK10M ejere at svare korrekt pa dit sporgsmal. Stil et
sporgsmal Om Inventum Cafe Invento HK10M Denne vejledning horer under kategorien
Kaffemaskiner og er blevet bedomt af 1 personer med et gennemsnit pa en 8.3. Denne manual er
tilgngelig pa folgende sprog Engelsk, Hollandsk, Tysk, Fransk. Har du et sporgsmal om Inventum
Cafe Invento HK10M eller har du brug for hjlp Stil dit sporgsmal her Inventum Cafe Invento HK10M
specifikationer Mrke Denne for dato er gyldig, sa lnge posen er lukket.Hvis kaffebonnerne er meget
finmalet, far du en strkere smag, og hvis det males grovere far du en mildere
smag.PDFmanualer.http://alkhalil-eg.com/userfiles/dhcpd-conf-manual.xml
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dk sikrer, at du hurtigt kan finde den manual, du leder efter. Vores database indeholder mere end 1
million PDFmanualer fra mere end 10.000 mrker. Hver dag tilfojer vi de nyeste manualer, sa du altid
kan finde det produkt, du leder efter. Det er meget simpelt du skal bare indtaste mrke og
produkttype i sogefeltet og du kan straks se den manual du onsker, online og gratis. PDFmanualer.
dk Hvis du fortstter med at bruge dette site vil vi antage at du er indforstaet med det. Ls mere Ok.
Faca sua pergunta aqui. Forneca uma descricao clara e abrangente do problema e sua pergunta.
Quanto mais detalhes voce fornecer para seu problema e pergunta, mais facil sera para outros
proprietarios de Inventum Cafe Invento HK11 responderem adequadamente a sua pergunta. Deixe
uma pergunta Sobre a Inventum Cafe Invento HK11 Este manual esta na categoria Cafeteiras e foi
avaliado por 1 pessoas com uma media de 8.9. Este manual esta disponivel nos seguintes idiomas
Ingles, Holandes, Alemao, France. Voce tem alguma duvida sobre o Inventum Cafe Invento HK11 ou
precisa de ajuda. Faca a sua pergunta aqui Inventum Cafe Invento HK11 especificacoes Marca Este
prazo de validade aplicase desde que o saco esteja fechado.Se os graos de cafe forem moidos muito
finamente, havera um sabor mais forte e se a moagem for mais grossa, havera um sabor mais
suave.Se continuar a utilizar esta pagina pressupomos que esta feliz por a utilizar. Ler mais Ok.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.While there are many different types of coffeemakers using several
different brewing principles, in the most common devices, coffee grounds are placed into a paper or
metal filter inside a funnel, which is set over a glass or ceramic coffee pot, a cooking pot in the kettle
family. Cold water is poured into a separate chamber, which is then boiled and directed into the
funnel. This is also called automatic dripbrew.

Roasted and ground coffee beans were placed in a pot or pan, to which hot water was added and
followed by the attachment of a lid to commence the infusion process. Pots were designed
specifically for brewing coffee, all to try to trap the coffee grounds before the coffee is poured.
Typical designs feature a pot with a flat expanded bottom to catch sinking grounds and a sharp pour
spout that traps the floating grinds. Other designs feature a wide bulge in the middle of the pot to
catch grounds when coffee is poured.Nevertheless, throughout the 19th and even the early 20th
centuries, it was considered adequate to add ground coffee to hot water in a pot or pan, boil it until
it smelled right, and pour the brew into a cup.With help from JeanBaptiste de Belloy, the Archbishop



of Paris, the idea that coffee should not be boiled gained acceptance. The first modern method for
making coffee using a coffee filter— drip brewing —is more than 125 years old, and its design had
changed little. The biggin, originating in France ca. 1780, was a twolevel pot holding the coffee in a
cloth sock in an upper compartment into which water was poured, to drain through holes in the
bottom of the compartment into the coffee pot below. Coffee was then dispensed from a spout on the
side of the pot. The quality of the brewed coffee depended on the size of the grounds too coarse and
the coffee was weak; too fine and the water would not drip the filter. A major problem with this
approach was that the taste of the cloth filter whether cotton, burlap or an old sock transferred to
the taste of the coffee. Among other French innovations, Count Rumford, an eccentric American
scientist residing in Paris, developed a French Drip Pot with an insulating water jacket to keep the
coffee hot. Also, the first metal filter was developed and patented by a French inventor.
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Product of the Polish company PolEkspres the 1930s French drip coffee pot The Napier Vacuum
Machine which was invented in 1840, was an early example of this type. While generally too complex
for everyday use, vacuum devices were prized for producing a clear brew and were popular until the
middle of the twentieth century.When the lower vessel was empty and sufficient brewing time had
elapsed, the heat was removed and the resulting vacuum would draw the brewed coffee back
through a strainer into the lower chamber, from which it could be decanted. The Bauhaus
interpretation of this device can be seen in Gerhard Marcks Sintrax coffee maker of 1925.In this
way, a sort of primitive automatic brewing method was achieved. Water was heated in a recessed
well, which reduced wait times and forced the hottest water into the reaction chamber. Once the
process was complete, a thermostat using bimetallic expansion principles shut off heat to the unit at
the appropriate time.They altered the heating chamber and eliminated the recessed well which was
hard to clean. They also made several improvements to the filtering mechanism. Their improved
design of plated metals, styled by industrial designer Alfonso Iannelli, became the famous Sunbeam
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Coffeemaster line of automated vacuum coffee makers Models C20, C30, C40, and C50. The
Coffeemaster vacuum brewer was sold in large numbers in the United States during the years
immediately following World War I.In the United States, James H. Mason of Massachusetts patented
an early percolator design in 1865. An Illinois farmer named Hanson Goodrich is generally credited
with patenting the modern percolator. Goodrichs patent was granted on August 16, 1889, and his
patent description varies little from the stovetop percolators sold today. With the percolator design,
water is heated in a boiling pot with a removable lid, until the heated water is forced through a
metal tube into a brew basket containing coffee.
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The extracted liquid drains from the brew basket, where it drips back into the pot. This process is
continually repeated during the brewing cycle until the liquid passing repeatedly through the
grounds is sufficiently steeped. A clear sight chamber in the form of a transparent knob on the lid of
the percolator enables the user to judge when the coffee has reached the proper colour and
strength.A critical element in the success of the electric coffee maker was the creation of safe and
secure fuses and heating elements. In an article in House Furnishing Review, May 1915, Lewis
Stephenson of Landers, Frary and Clark described a modular safety plug being used in his companys
Universal appliances, and the advent of numerous patents and innovations in temperature control
and circuit breakers provided for the success of many new percolator and vacuum models. While
early percolators had utilized allglass construction prized for maintaining purity of flavour, most
percolators made from the 1930s were constructed of metal, especially aluminium and nickelplated
copper.The Max Pax filters were named to compliment General Foods Maxwell House coffee brand.
The Max Pax coffee filter rings were designed for use in percolators, and each ring contained a
premeasured amount of coffee grounds that were sealed in a selfcontained paper filter. The sealed
rings resembled the shape of a doughnut, and the small hole in the middle of the ring enabled the
coffee filter ring to be placed in the metal percolator basket around the protruding convection
percolator tube. This process enabled small amounts of coffee grounds to leak into the fresh coffee.
Additionally, the process left wet grounds in the percolator basket, which were very tedious to clean.
The benefit of the Max Pax coffee filter rings was twofold First, because the amount of coffee
contained in the rings was premeasured, it negated the need to measure each scoop and then place
it in the metal percolator basket.
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Second, the filter paper was strong enough to hold all the coffee grounds within the sealed paper.
After use, the coffee filter ring could be easily removed from the basket and discarded. This saved
the consumer from the tedious task of cleaning out the remaining wet coffee grounds from the
percolator basket.In 1976, General Foods discontinued the manufacture of Max Pax, and by the end
of the decade, even generic ground coffee filter rings were no longer available on U.S. supermarket
shelves.It was first patented by inventor Luigi De Ponti for Alfonso Bialetti in 1933.Moka pots come
in different sizes, from one to eighteen 50 ml cups. The original design and many current models are
made from aluminium with bakelite handles.It normally works by admitting water from a cold water
reservoir into a flexible hose in the base of the reservoir leading directly to a thin metal tube or
heating chamber usually, of aluminium, where a heating element surrounding the metal tube heats
the water. The heated water moves through the machine using the thermosiphon principle.
Thermallyinduced pressure and the siphoning effect move the heated water through an insulated
rubber or vinyl riser hose, into a spray head, and onto the ground coffee, which is contained in a
brew basket mounted below the spray head. The coffee passes through a filter and drips down into
the carafe. A oneway valve in the tubing prevents water from siphoning back into the reservoir. This
process can be further improved by changing the aluminium construction of most heating chambers
to a metal with superior heat transfer qualities, such as copper.Subsequent designs have featured
changes in heating elements, spray head, and brewbasket design, as well as the addition of timers
and clocks for automaticstart, water filtration, filter and carafe design, and even builtin coffee
grinding mechanisms.

When water is poured into a topmounted tray, it descends into a funnel and tube which delivers the
cold water to the bottom of the boiler. The lessdense hot water in the boiler is displaced out of the
tank and into a tube leading to the spray head, where it drips into a brew basket containing the
ground coffee. The pourover, water displacement method of coffeemaking tends to produce brewed
coffee at a much faster rate than standard drip designs. Its primary disadvantage is increased
electricity consumption to preheat the water in the boiler. Additionally, the water displacement
method is most efficient when used to brew coffee at the machines maximum or nearmaximum
capacity, as typically found in restaurant or office usage. In 1963, Bunn introduced the first
automatic coffee brewer, which connected to a waterline for an automatic water feed.Espresso
machines may be steamdriven, pistondriven, pumpdriven, or airpumpdriven. Machines may also be
manual or automatic.It contains a determined quantity of ground coffee and usually encloses an
internal filter paper for optimal brewing results. The singleserve coffeemaker technology often
allows the choice of cup size and brew strength, and delivers a cup of brewed coffee rapidly, usually
at the touch of a button. Today, a variety of beverages are available for brewing with singlecup



machines such as tea, hot chocolate and milkbased speciality beverages. Singlecup coffee machines
are designed for both home and commercial use.In particular, the vacuum brewer, which required
two fully separate chambers joined in an hourglass configuration, seemed to inspire industrial
designers. Their use of Pyrex solved the problem of fragility and breakability that had made this type
of machine commercially unattractive. During the 1930s, simple, clean forms, increasingly of metal,
attracted positive attention from industrial designers heavily influenced by the functionalist
imperative of the Bauhaus and Streamline movements.
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It was at this time that Sunbeams sleek Coffeemaster vacuum brewer appeared, styled by the
famous industrial designer Alfonso Iannelli. The popularity of glass and Pyrex globes temporarily
revived during the Second World War, since aluminium, chrome, and other metals used in traditional
coffee makers became restricted in availability.Consumer guides emphasized the ability of the
device to meet standards of temperature and brewing time, and the ratio of soluble elements
between brew and grounds.Plastics and composite materials began to replace metal, particularly
with the advent of newer electric drip coffeemakers in the 1970s. During the 1990s, consumer
demand for more attractive appliances to complement expensive modern kitchens resulted in a new
wave of redesigned coffeemakers in a wider range of available colours and styles.John Wiley and
Sons. p. 119. ISBN 9780470009550. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy
Policy. Our experience allow us to offer a product designed for the intensive use, easy maintenance
for the technician and user comport. Many manufacturers are still using the unique product
specications Antonio invented. However, the ultimate dream of Antonio was to set up his own factory
for the production of handmade top quality coffee machines. Since 1985 the La Rocca factory is the
leading manufacturer of handmade coffee machines in Spain with an export to 29 countries all over
the world! Well assume youre ok with this, but you can optout if you wish.Out of these cookies, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the
working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use thirdparty cookies that help us analyze
and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to optout of these cookies. But opting out of some of these
cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.

This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Refer to your user manual for further
instructions. Float fell in the water Check if the float got stuck in the water reservoir. Empty the
water reservoir and shake it a few times to release the float see image for an example of the water
reservoir float. Water reservoir is dirty Clean the water reservoir with hot water and some
washingup liquid. If the above suggestions did not help to solve your problem, please contact us.
Please contact us if the indicator light continues flashing slowly for more than 90 seconds. Please
follow the descaling instructions here or check your user manual. Complete the descaling process
and the lights will stop flashing. One of the coffee button lights starts flashing rapidly Check causes
and solutions below Check and see if the water level in the tank is above the MIN indication. If not,
fill the water tank. Make sure that the water tank is correctly placed. It could be that the float got
stuck in the water tank. Empty the water tank and shake it a few times to release the float. Clean the
water tank and try again. One of the SENSEO coffee button lights is flashing slowly It indicates that
your SENSEO coffee machine is still heating up. If the indicator light continues flashing slowly for
more than 90 seconds, please contact our Consumer Care Agents in your country. The jug button
light flashes slowly This means that your SENSEO Switch is preparing filter coffee. Depending on
the number of cups, this can take up to 9 minutes. If the above suggestions did not help to solve your
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problem, please contact us. I can easily unsubscribe at any time. What does this mean. Subscribe
Philips values and respects your privacy.

Please read the Privacy Notice for more information Thanks for subscribing to our newsletter. Sorry,
your subscription to our newsletter failed. Please try again later. Hide Show Compare now Select to
compare Selected products.
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